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Act Four Questionnaire

What jaw-dropping surprise raises the stakes to an extreme, all the pressure 
skewering the lead character’s flaw (wound, fear, or misconception)?

Both Embla and Svante ate captured by Rykal. This, despite Embla’s nagging, risk-
adverse conscience. He’ll convert them or kill them.

HSC has decided to antimatter bomb the whole area from orbit in 25 hours. (now that 
the Skulls are in the mega-structure, and there’s no way to communicate with chain of 
command that they're still alive.)

Ethan can no longer rationalize his optimism with crazy ideas. He must face the 
possibility of pain and suffering in the moment. Not his strong suite.

How is the Final Battle an over-the-top struggle of survival (physically, professionally, 
or psychologically) that will make readers cheer?

The Black skulls are out numbered by both conventional military units and drift 
beings/demons.

Embla and Svante, who are separated from the platoon, use cool, amateur drift magic 
to do some damage.

Everyone must fight off revolutionary humans and big, ugly demons while trying to 
find each other.

In order to do all of this, they need to fight together, help each other, and even show 
some self-sacrifice. You know, like a family.

Then, they need to get out of the mega-structure, radio their location, and get off the 
surface before the clock runs out and Grün bombs the entire area to dust from orbit.

Summarize how the lead character confronts his/her own flaw (wound, fear, or 
misconception) during The Final Battle?

Ethan listens to the input of his NCOs (Sabine, Liam, and Vernik) and makes a 
thoughtful plan. Then, he sticks to it.

He’s committed to the BlackSkulls, life or death, no matter what.

When Ethan tries to sacrifice himself for Liam’s squad, he must trap himself him under 
tons of dirt, sending his claustrophobia through the roof [to the point of wishing 
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death would come fast].

How does the awesome ending include sacrifice (or some other higher moral act)?

Ethan tries to sacrifice himself to save Liam and his squad (just like he couldn’t do for 
his girlfriend years ago)…

…which includes moving into a very tight, rocky crevasse [eech!]…

…but Liam, who’s been the most abrasive and hard-headed of them all, redeems 
himself by sacrificing his life to save Ethan just in time!

Does the ending makes sense? Is it a sensical last step of the novel’s progression?

I think so.

Is there anything predictable that can be removed?

Ethan being rescued at the last minute.

Describe the lead character’s new status quote environment once the dust settled:

Ethan is settled into the role of platoon commander, happy not to be going anywhere 
anytime soon, happy with his new family.

He’s earned some legit respect.

Describe an incident showing that the lead character’s flaw (wound, fear, or 
misconception) is now healed—or is at least in recovery:

[New Status Quo] Ethan sought input from his soldiers in a follow up meeting.

[New Status Quo] Embla is backing him up, taking a risk, showing true loyalty to some 
one she admires, rather than faking it for the self-image of loyalty.

[Final scene] Ethan finally gets hazed, with a hood thrown over his head, then taped to 
the canteen wall with ‘eat shit cherry’ written on his forehead.

How will the last paragraph in the book nail a “wow” feeling?
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By celebrating honor and camaraderie.

Draft the novel’s last paragraph:

Giving myself permission to come back to this.

How do the subplots resolve?

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.


